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Abstract 
Speech can be represented as an observation matrix where each node corresponds to a certain 
speech feature. However when speech is mixed with environmental sounds, some features 
cannot be observed and the observation matrix remains incomplete. The missing values are a 
problem because incomplete observations can support incorrect conclusions and because most 
applications cannot process incomplete data. Methods that are used to handle incomplete 
observations are called missing-data methods. 
  
This thesis presents on overview on missing-data methods and discusses their application in 
noise-robust automatic speech recognition. Hence we assume that the speech observations are 
incomplete due to environmental sounds. The methods studied in this work substitute 
unobserved feature values with estimates calculated based on the incomplete observations and 
statistical dependencies between the observed and unobserved features. This is called missing-
data imputation. The main research directions include imputation methods that utilise 
temporal dependencies between observations and imputation methods that associate feature 
estimates with uncertainties. The experiments conducted in this work indicate that temporal 
dependencies and imputation uncertainties improve automatic speech recognition 
performance when speech is corrupted with environmental noise. 
  
The thesis also discusses narrowband telephone speech and bandwidth extension. Narrowband 
speech can be considered incomplete since observations associated with certain features are 
not included in the narrowband transmission. Bandwidth extension means that the 
narrowband observations are converted into wideband observations which include more 
features. The bandwidth extension methods evaluated in this work estimate wideband 
observations based on narrowband observations and statistical dependencies between 
narrowband and wideband features. 
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background and research environment

The work presented in this thesis relates to automatic speech recognition

(ASR) research. ASR systems transcribe speech to text. The system used

in this work assumes that the speech observations are recorded in a quiet

environment. However, since quiet environments are not common, most

speech observations contain environmental noise when the observation

conditions are not constrained. Transcriptions estimated based on noise-

corrupted observations are not as accurate as transcriptions estimated

based on clean speech observations that do not contain noise. However, it

is possible to use a noise compensation method to improve transcription

accuracies in unconstrained ASR.

Noise-corrupted speech data can be modelled as a speech and noise mix-

ture. How speech and noise contribute to the noise-corrupted observa-

tions can be represented with an interaction model. The methods stud-

ied in this thesis model noise-corrupted observations as incomplete clean

speech data [1, 2]. The methods assume that noise-corrupted observations

can be divided into speech-dominated and noise-dominated spectrotempo-

ral components so that the speech-dominated components correspond to

clean speech observations and noise-dominated components correspond

to environmental noise. Hence we do not observe the speech data in the

noise-dominated components, and noise causes information loss rather

than distortion.

The missing-data methods used in ASR include marginalisation and

imputation-based approaches. Marginalisation and bounded marginali-

sation approaches calculate acoustic model likelihoods based on the in-

complete observations, whereas conventional imputation approaches sub-

13
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stitute the noise-corrupted components with clean speech estimates [1, 2].

The imputation methods used in ASR include front-end imputation meth-

ods and class-conditioned imputation methods. The class-conditioned im-

putation methods use an imputation model that has the same classes as

the acoustic model used in ASR, whereas front-end imputation methods

do not assume the same class structure. The methods studied in this the-

sis are front-end imputation methods.

ASR and missing-data imputation are the main research topic in this

thesis. Another topic is spectral envelope extension. Envelope extension

is used in artificial bandwidth extension (ABE) methods. These can be

used in mobile phones to enhance speech quality for human listeners. The

experiments reported in this work evaluate bandwidth extension on mo-

bile telephone speech.

The research presented in this work has been conducted at Aalto Uni-

versity between 2007–2015 and continues previous work on automatic

speech recognition and bandwidth extension. The previous work on au-

tomatic speech recognition includes research on phonetic classification

using neural network methods [3, 4] and large-vocabulary continuous

speech recognition (LVCSR) in Finnish [5, 6, 7]. Applications that have

been studied include spoken document retrieval [8] and medical dictation

[9]. Recent research directions also include robustness to environmen-

tal noise [10, 11]. Previous work on bandwidth extension includes the

research presented in [12, 13].

The imputation methods studied in this thesis relate to the research

presented in [10, 11]. Keronen [10] studies mask estimation methods

that partition noise-corrupted observations into speech-dominated and

noise-dominated components. Mask estimation thus determines the in-

complete observations that can be reconstructed with imputation meth-

ods. Kallasjoki [11] studies sparse separation which is alternative to im-

putation approaches. While imputation methods model noise-corrupted

speech data as incomplete clean speech, sparse separation models the ob-

servations as linear speech and noise mixtures. Hence sparse separation

calculates clean speech estimates based on speech and noise codebooks

whereas imputation methods calculate clean speech estimates based on

clean speech data.

14
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1.2 Objectives and scope

The problems studied in this thesis include missing-data imputation in

ASR and spectral envelope extension in ABE. ASR uses speech data to

calculate acoustic model likelihoods which are converted into text. The

experiments conducted in this work evaluate ASR on noise-corrupted ob-

servations that are modelled as incomplete clean speech data and recon-

structed with missing-data imputation. The research aims to find impu-

tation methods that best remove errors in acoustic model likelihood calcu-

lation and improve transcription accuracies. A further aim was to ensure

that the approaches are compatible with speaker-based adaptation. This

is because it is common to use speaker-based adaptation to improve tran-

scription accuracies in LVCSR.

The work presented in this thesis focusses on single-channel speech

data and additive noise corruption. Additive noise includes environmen-

tal sounds such as announcement chimes and chatter in public environ-

ments or the hum inside a car. Reverberation and other convolutive noises

are not considered in this work. The work concentrates on large vocabu-

lary speech recognition while previous works on imputation had focussed

on systems that use limited vocabularies.

The experiments conducted in this work evaluate imputation methods

as noise compensation approaches. However other noise compensation

approaches, such as model-based approaches or feature-based approaches

that do not assume the same interaction model as imputation, are not

studied. The chosen imputation approaches are front-end based methods

that do not utilise the acoustic model used in ASR. The alternative impu-

tation approaches would have constrained feature selection and compli-

cated speaker-based adaptation.

The bandwidth extension experiments reported in this work focussed on

narrowband telephone speech and bandwidth extension methods that es-

timate the wideband spectrum in unrecorded and attenuated frequencies

based on the narrowband observations.

1.3 Research approach

The experiments conducted in this work evaluated and compared impu-

tation methods under diverse noise conditions. The baseline imputation

method considered in this work was cluster-based imputation [2]. The re-

15
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search approach was to test imputation approaches that (1) use temporal

dependencies between consecutive observations and (2) model the uncer-

tainties associated with estimated values. Related to temporal dependen-

cies, experiments were conducted to compare window widths in window-

based sparse imputation and cluster-based imputation, and to evaluate

an imputation method that uses a hidden source variable to model the

dependencies between consecutive observations. The uncertainties as-

sociated with estimated values were calculated based on the imputation

model and introduced in acoustic model likelihood calculation as so called

observation uncertainties [14, 15]. The uncertainties can conceal estima-

tion errors.

Experimental evaluation was conducted with a hidden Markov model

(HMM) based LVCSR system developed at Aalto University. The sys-

tem uses morpheme-like subword units which allow it to recognise all

words and word forms [16, 17]. The system was evaluated on Finnish

SPEECON data [18]. The experiments used real and simulated noise-

corrupted speech data and evaluation was based on standard evaluation

measures.

The bandwidth extension experiments were conducted with methods

that estimate wideband observations based on narrowband observations.

The current thesis focusses on the envelope extension part where the ap-

proach was to train a regression model based on parallel narrowband and

wideband data.

1.4 Research process and thesis structure

This thesis includes an introduction part and publications PI–PVIII. Pub-

lications I–VI evaluate missing-data imputation as a noise compensa-

tion method in LVCSR. The imputation approaches studied in Publica-

tions I–VI include sparse imputation [19] and model-based imputation

approaches. Publications I–II focus on sparse imputation. Publication

I compares window-based sparse imputation [20] and cluster-based im-

putation and studies temporal dependencies in sparse imputation. Pub-

lication II presents heuristic measures to estimate the uncertainties in

observations reconstructed with sparse imputation. The research extends

co-authors’ previous work on sparse imputation [19, 20].

Publications III–VI focus on imputation methods that estimate the com-

plete observations based on a statistical distribution model. Publications

16
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III–IV present model-based imputation methods that use temporal depen-

dencies while Publications V–VI evaluate model-based imputation and

estimation uncertainties. Temporal dependencies between baseline ob-

servation vectors were modelled as nonlinear dependencies between hid-

den state variables (PIII) or the baseline observations were extended to

include temporal context and hidden state variables were used to reduce

model dimension (PIV). The research presented in PIII is based on co-

authors’ previous work on nonlinear model-based imputation [21] and the

research presented in PIV continues co-authors’ previous work on factor

analysis in speech applications [22].

Publications VII–VIII evaluate bandwidth extension methods. The re-

search continues co-authors’ previous work on bandwidth extension for

narrowband telephone speech [23, 24].

The introduction part in this thesis provides an overview on the research

topic and contributions. Chapter 2 discusses the theoretical foundations

that motivate the imputation approaches studied in this work. Chapter 3

introduces ASR and ABE, and discusses previous work on imputation-

based ASR and spectral envelope extension. Chapter 4 introduces the

publications included in this thesis and summarises the research contri-

bution in each publication. The contributions are discussed in Chapter 5

and conclusions are presented in Chapter 6.
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2. Missing-data methods

2.1 Motivation

Missing values are a common occurrence in studies that involve data col-

lection. Missingness can relate to various causes such as nonresponse in

questionnaires, transmission errors, or environmental disturbances. For

example, when a satellite is used to observe land conditions, the observed

land-area data is incomplete when clouds occlude the land area under ob-

servation.

The current section discusses parameter estimation and prediction based

on incomplete data. Parameter estimation is most related to observa-

tional studies conducted to estimate population statistics or causal depen-

dencies such as response to medication, while accurate predictions are

needed in various applications. Examples include automated control in

industrial processes and speech applications such as ASR and ABE. ASR

calculates an estimated transcription based on speech observations and

ABE calculates wideband speech estimates based on narrowband speech

observations.

Parameter estimation and prediction aim to minimise the estimation or

prediction error. For example, parameter estimation aims to minimise

the error between a parameter value θ and a parameter estimate θ̂ that is

calculated based on N observation vectors x(n). The error includes bias

and variance components as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Here we separate

between θ̂ that indicates a parameter estimate calculated based on N ob-

servations {x(n)} and E{θ̂} that indicates an expectation value when the

parameter estimate is calculated based on an N -observation dataset that

is modelled as a random variable. To minimise the estimation error, pa-

rameter estimation must aim to minimise the bias that is calculated as
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Figure 2.1. Estimation errors can be decomposed into bias and variance components. Un-
biased estimates are centred around the correct value and precise estimates
have low variance.

the error between E{θ̂} and θ and the variance that is calculated as the

error between θ̂ and E{θ̂}.

Estimated outcome values can be biased due to errors in estimation pro-

cess or when the observations {x(n)} do not have the same statistical

properties as the complete population. For example, when incomplete ob-

servations arise due to a selective process where observations with certain

properties are removed or become incomplete, complete and incomplete

observations do not have the same statistical properties, and estimates

calculated based on incomplete data can be biased. The variance or stan-

dard error measures the variation between estimates calculated based on

individual datasets, which means that in most cases, an increase in sam-

ple size N decreases the variance. Since an incomplete dataset contains

less data than a complete dataset, estimates calculated based on N in-

complete observations are less accurate than estimated calculated based

on N complete observations.

Most parameter estimation and prediction methods cannot process in-

complete data. Approaches that overcome the issue are called missing-

data methods. Conventional methods include complete-case approaches

that remove incomplete observations prior to outcome estimation and im-

putation approaches that substitute missing values with reasonable es-

timates [25, 26]. Hence the methods produce a reduced or reconstructed

dataset that does not contain incomplete observations and can be pro-

cessed with standard parameter estimation or prediction methods. Al-

ternatives include approaches that calculate parameter estimates or pre-

dictions based on incomplete data. For example, parameter estimation

approaches based on expectation–maximisation [27] and data augmen-

tation [28] are discussed in [25, 29] and pattern classification based on

incomplete data is discussed in [30].
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The current section focusses on imputation methods and method se-

lection when the reconstructed dataset is used in parameter estimation

or prediction. The methods utilise an incomplete-data model that is de-

rived based on a complete-data model and dependencies between complete

and incomplete observations. While parameter estimation and predic-

tion assume certain complete-data model, imputation methods can use a

complete-data model that does not correspond to the complete-data model

used in the end application. An appropriate model depends on the incom-

plete observations and the complete-data model used in the end applica-

tion. The aim in model selection is to ensure accurate outcome estimates.

2.2 Missing-data pattern

The complete and incomplete observations considered in this thesis can

be modelled as a multivariate random variable x whose realisations are

denoted as x(n). The variables represented in x are indexed with k and

we assume that each variable has a realisation x(n, k) in each observation

n. Hence there is no structural missingness, but incomplete observations

arise due to an observation or data collection process where some realisa-

tions are not recorded.

We assume that each observation vector x(n) is partitioned into recorded

values xr(n) and unrecorded values xu(n). The partition can be rep-

resented as a binary indicator vector m(n) whose components indicate

whether a variable is recorded or unrecorded in observation n. We note

that when unrecorded values are substituted with erroneous data or when

observations are censored, the partition has to be estimated based on the

available observations and context information. Examples on error de-

tection based on domain expertise and distributional anomalies are dis-

cussed in [31]. Error detection divides observations into reliable values

that are interpreted as recorded data and unreliable values that indicate

unrecorded data.

The partitions {m(n)} that exist in an incomplete dataset {x(n)} deter-

mine a missing-data pattern. The patterns can be monotone or nonmono-

tone. A pattern is monotone when the variables represented in x can be

reordered and indexed so that (1) when variable k is unrecorded, vari-

ables l > k are unrecorded, and (2) when variable l is recorded, variables

k < l are recorded. Examples include data collected in longitudinal panel

studies where incomplete observations arise when participants drop out
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[32]. Monotone patterns are also common in studies that utilise planned

missingness to reduce the costs associated with data collection [33]. The

common patterns include a condition where observation is either com-

plete or incomplete with a constant partition to recorded and unrecorded

variables. For example, when predictive model parameters are estimated

based on annotated and unannotated data, missingness is constrained to

the outcome variables which are recorded in the annotated data and un-

recorded in the unannotated data [34, 35].

Nonmonotone patterns include unconstrained and constrained patterns.

When missingness follows a monotone pattern or a constrained nonmono-

tone pattern, the incomplete data distribution can be factorised into com-

plete and incomplete data distributions with distinct parameters. This

means that certain parameters can be estimated with complete-data meth-

ods [36, 37], which is not possible when missingness follows an uncon-

strained pattern where each observation x(n, k) can be recorded or un-

recorded. The current work focusses on incomplete data where the un-

recorded values arise in an unconstrained pattern.

2.3 Missing-data mechanism

Rubin [38] proposed to model the indicator vector m as a random variable

whose joint distribution with variables x can be factorised into a complete-

data model p(x) and missing-data mechanism p(m|x). The complete-

data model aims to explain how the data vectors are generated while the

missing-data mechanism explains the observation process. While we can-

not assume that the observation process can be modelled, we can deter-

mine conditions in which the missing-data mechanism p(m|x) is ignorable

and the incomplete observations can be used in parameter estimation or

prediction without the need to model the observation process. Alterna-

tive factorisations which are not considered in the current work include

pattern-mixture models [39] and shared-parameter models [40].

The missing-data mechanism is considered ignorable when (1) missing-

ness m is uninformative about the unrecorded values and (2) the param-

eters φ that control missingness are uninformative about the outcomes θ

that the incomplete data is used to estimate [38]. When the outcomes are

assumed deterministic and maximum-likelihood estimation is used, the

second condition means that the parameters φ must not limit the possi-

ble parameter values or responses. When the outcomes θ are modelled as
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random variables, the parameters φ must not provide prior information

on the outcomes. However the second condition is seldom decisive since

statistical dependencies between φ and θ are not common when missing-

ness is uninformative about the unrecorded values. Thus in practice, we

can assume that the statistical dependencies between missingness and

unrecorded variables determine if the missing-data mechanism is ignor-

able.

When the partition m(n) is predetermined or selected at random, miss-

ingness depends neither on the recorded nor the unrecorded variables.

The condition can be expressed as p(m|x) = p(m). Since missingness is

not selective, the complete and incomplete data vectors have the same

distribution p(x) and the missing-data mechanism is ignorable. In con-

trast, when missingness probabilities depend on recorded or unrecorded

values, the observation process biases the incomplete data distribution.

However, on the condition that missingness probabilities do not depend

on the unrecorded variables when conditioned on the recorded variables,

the dependencies between the recorded and unrecorded variables remain

constant. Thus the dependencies between variables xr whose values are

recorded in observation n and variables xu whose values are unrecorded

in observation n are the same as dependencies between variables xr and

xu in complete observations, and the variables in an incomplete obser-

vation n have the same conditional distribution p(xu|xr) as variables in

complete observations.

When the dependencies between missingness and unrecorded variables

cannot be modelled as dependencies between missingness and recorded

variables, the missing-data mechanism is considered nonignorable. Ex-

amples include data where observations x(n, k) that do not exceed cer-

tain threshold values c(n, k) are censored. This means that the variable

k in observation n is recorded if x(n, k) ≥ c(n, k) and unrecorded other-

wise. Examples on censored and coarsened data are discussed in [41].

Since missingness depends on the variable whose values are unrecorded,

a statistical model estimated based on complete observation vectors can-

not describe the incomplete data distribution and the observation process

must be modelled in order to determine the incomplete data distribution.

For example, in case the observation boundaries c(n, k) are known and we

know that the observations have been censored, the observation process

can be modelled and the incomplete data distribution can be determined

based on the complete-data model p(x) as a truncated distribution model
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Tp(x).

The conditions in which the observation process can be modelled are

not common. In practice, the model must be available as a priori infor-

mation or additional data must be collected as discussed in [42]. This is

because it is not possible to estimate the parameters φ based on incom-

plete observations. Indeed, incomplete observations cannot even indicate

if missingness probabilities depend on the recorded or unrecorded values

[43]. For example, assume we have a recommendation dataset where the

recorded values are items, such as movies, that the users have rated and

unrecorded values are items that the users have not rated. The available

observations in this dataset do not indicate whether a user has not rated

a movie because he has not seen it or because his opinion about it was

such that he chose not to rate it. A comparison between recommendation

datasets and control data is presented in [44].

Since it is not common that the observation process can be modelled,

most missing-data methods choose to assume that missingness does not

depend on the unrecorded variables when conditioned on the recorded

variables. The assumption can seem unintuitive when missingness fol-

lows an unconstrained pattern, but since the conditional probabilities

denote statistical rather than causal dependencies, conditional indepen-

dence p(m|x) = p(m|xr) does not mean that the partition m(n) is decided

based on the recorded values in observation n. Instead, conditional in-

dependence means that the dependencies between missingness and un-

recorded variables do not need to be modelled because unrecorded values

can be predicted based on the recorded values. To improve prediction ac-

curacies, the data vectors x can be extended to include auxiliary variables

that are informative about the variables needed in parameter estimation

or prediction [45].

2.4 Missing-data imputation

This thesis focusses on missing-data methods that substitute unrecorded

values with reasonable estimates. The process is called imputation or

reconstruction. The approaches used in imputation or reconstruction in-

clude approaches that substitute unrecorded values with point estimates

and approaches that model the uncertainties introduced in the recon-

struction process. Alternatives to missing-data imputation include com-

plete-case approaches that calculate parameter estimates based on a re-
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duced dataset, and approaches that calculate parameter estimates or pre-

dictions based on incomplete data [25, 26].

The imputation methods considered in this work estimate unrecorded

values based on the recorded data and statistical dependencies between

recorded and unrecorded variables. The methods include model-based ap-

proaches that encode the dependencies between recorded and unrecorded

data in a predictive model and instance-based approaches that substitute

unrecorded values with the recorded values observed in another data vec-

tor. Alternatives that are not discussed in this work include zero imputa-

tion and mean imputation approaches that substitute unrecorded values

with a constant that does not depend on the recorded values in observa-

tion n. Moreover the discussion on model-based approaches is limited to

approaches that assume a statistical distribution model, and imputation

approaches based on neural representations, matrix completion, or other

alternatives are not discussed in this work.

2.4.1 Model selection

The statistical dependencies between recorded and unrecorded variables

are captured in a complete-data model. The complete-data model that

is used in imputation determines the qualities that are preserved in the

reconstructed data. Thus when reconstructed data is passed on to an

end application, inconsistencies between the imputation and end appli-

cation models can introduce bias in the application outcomes [46, 47].

Moreover, if conditional independence is assumed between missingness

and unrecorded values and the missing-data mechanism is ignored, the

imputation model must capture the dependencies between recorded and

unrecorded variables so that missingness does not provide additional in-

formation about the unrecorded values and conditional independence can

be assumed.

The complete observations assumed in imputation can include auxil-

iary variables that are not used in the end application [45]. For exam-

ple, assume we have an application that operates on optical satellite data

where incomplete observations arise due to cloud cover. While this end

application estimates outcomes based on optical data, imputation can

utilise observations that are extended with microwave data [48]. Aux-

iliary variables can enhance precision and reduce bias in case a nonig-

norable missing-data mechanism is assumed ignorable [45]. However re-

dundancies between variables can introduce noise in the predictive model
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parameters and the variables also increase data dimension and computa-

tional cost, and there are conditions in which the variables induce bias in

parameter estimates [49].

The model-based imputation approaches considered in this work model

the recorded and unrecorded values in observation n as a random vari-

ables xr and xu and estimate the unrecorded values based on posterior

predictive distribution p(xu|xr,m). When missingness is uninformative

about the unrecorded values, the posterior predictive distribution reduces

to conditional distribution p(xu|xr). The conditional distribution is cal-

culated based on a complete-data model p(x) whose parameters are esti-

mated based on the complete data vectors. When observations have been

censored, the posterior predictive distribution is calculated as a truncated

conditional distribution Tp(xu|xr).

The statistical distributions models evaluated in this work are based on

the multivariate normal distribution. A multivariate normal distribution

N(x) is practical because its conditional distributions are multivariate

normal distributions, and when observations are censored, the incomplete

data distribution is a truncated multivariate normal distribution whose

conditional distributions are truncated multivariate normal distributions

[50]. When a multivariate normal distribution is too restrictive, observa-

tions can be associated with a hidden variable z so that the conditional

distributions p(x|z) can be modelled as multivariate normal distributions

N(x|z) while the complete observation model has more structure. The

statistical distribution models evaluated in this work use such hidden

variables.

The hidden variable z can be interpreted as a model state or source

representation. A discrete hidden variable can be introduced to model

clustered data while continuous hidden variables are used to remove re-

dundancies and summarise covariance structures [51]. Hence a contin-

uous hidden variable that corresponds to a low-dimensional source rep-

resentation can reduce the model dimension and limit the increase in

parameter count when observations x are extended to include auxiliary

variables. When the hidden variable follows a multivariate normal dis-

tribution, nonlinearities can be modelled as a nonlinear transformation

between the observed and hidden variables. Furthermore, sequential or

hierarchical structures can be modelled as dependencies between the hid-

den variables (Figure 2.2).

Alternative to model-based imputation are instance-based approaches
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Figure 2.2. The model-based imputation approaches considered in this work (underlined)
assume that complete observations follow a multivariate normal distribution
when conditioned on a hidden variable. Gaussian mixture model (GMM) as-
sociates observations with a discrete hidden variable that partitions obser-
vations into clusters, whereas linear factor analysis (FA) associates observa-
tions with a representation in low-dimensional source domain. Dependencies
between observations and sources are assumed linear and dependencies be-
tween source variables are modelled with a multivariate normal distribution.
GMM and FA can be extended into a mixture model that partitions observa-
tions into clusters and associates each cluster with a low-dimensional source
domain. Nonlinearities can be modelled with nonlinear factor analysis (NFA)
and time series data can be modelled with state–space models (SSM). Fur-
thermore, a nonlinear state–space model (NSSM) assumes nonlinear depen-
dencies between the observation and source vectors and between consecutive
source vectors. The visualisation is based on a more extensive chart pre-
sented in [52].
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that substitute unrecorded values with recorded values available in com-

plete data vectors [53]. When the missing-data mechanism is ignorable,

substitutes are searched within complete data vectors that are considered

close to the incomplete observation. The complete data vectors thus com-

prise a search base or a codebook that is narrowed down to one substitute

vector or an active subset based on the recorded values. The search base

is comparable to a complete-data model whose size can be controlled to

reduce the computational cost associated with the search operation [54].

Moreover when the observations have been censored, the search base can

be constrained to complete data vectors where variables xu are within the

censored interval.

Instance-based approaches model the assumed dependencies between

recorded and unrecorded variables in the search criteria that determine

the active subset and the estimates that substitute the unrecorded val-

ues. Since the methods do not impose a statistical distribution model on

the data, imputation can preserve non-standard and non-smooth data dis-

tributions.

2.4.2 Estimation

The posterior predictive distribution calculated based on a complete-data

model and the recorded values in observation n does not associate the un-

recorded values in observation n with point estimates. The estimates that

can substitute the unrecorded values are calculated based on the posterior

predictive distribution and a cost function. Estimates include minimum

mean square error (MMSE) estimates that are calculated as the poste-

rior distribution mean and maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates that

are calculated as the posterior distribution mode. MMSE estimation min-

imises a quadratic cost function where estimation errors are associated

with a cost that is proportional to the squared estimation error whereas

MAP estimation minimises a cost function where estimation errors have

a fixed cost.

Estimates that minimise an expected reconstruction error are appro-

priate in various applications but are not guaranteed to minimise esti-

mation errors in derivatives calculated based on the reconstructed data.

For example, when unrecorded values are substituted with the predictive

distribution mean that minimises the expected reconstruction error, cor-

relation between variables is overestimated and standard errors are un-

derestimated in statistics calculated based on the reconstructed data. To
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preserve variation between observations, unrecorded values can be sub-

stituted with a random draw rather than distribution mean, or the predic-

tive distribution mean can be used as a search criteria in instance-based

imputation [55, 46]. The restored variation removes the error in corre-

lation estimates and increases standard errors, but the standard errors

remain underestimated as the issue cannot be solved with conventional

imputation approaches.

Parameters estimated based on reconstructed data are associated with

underestimated standard errors because uncertainties related to the im-

putation process are not taken into account. Rubin [56] proposed to over-

come the issue with multiple imputation (MI). MI assumes that the un-

recorded values and predictive distribution parameters are modelled as

random variables whose posterior distributions are simulated with nu-

merical methods. The simulation process is repeated m times to associate

unrecorded values with m alternative imputations calculated based on

m alternative distribution parameters [25, 29]. When parameter estima-

tion is conducted on the reconstructed data, variation between parame-

ter estimates calculated based on the m reconstructed datasets captures

the uncertainties introduced in imputation. Alternatives include resam-

pling approaches where the m parameter estimates are calculated based

on reconstructed datasets that corresponds to m resampled incomplete

datasets [57, 58] and parameter estimation that takes into account the

posterior predictive distribution mean and variance [59].

The uncertainties considered in this work correspond to the posterior

predictive distribution variance. We note that imputation uncertainties

calculated as posterior predictive distribution variances are approximate

because the distribution parameters are estimated based on the complete

data vectors and uncertainties introduced in parameter estimation are

not modelled. However the uncertainties related to distribution param-

eters are not expected to have a notable contribution in the imputation

uncertainties when the predictive distribution parameters are estimated

based on a sufficiently large dataset [59]. We also note that while con-

ventional imputation and multiple imputation approaches produce recon-

structed datasets that can be processed with standard parameter estima-

tion and classification methods, when the unrecorded values are substi-

tuted with a mean and variance, the end application needs to operate on

uncertain observations.
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2.5 Summary

The current section discussed incomplete observations and missing-data

imputation. The incomplete observation were associated with a missing-

data pattern and missing-data mechanism. The missing-data pattern de-

scribes partitions between the recorded and unrecorded values whereas

the missing-data mechanism describes dependencies between missing-

ness and the recorded and unrecorded variables. The research presented

in this work studies speech data represented in a compressed spectral

domain where missingness can relate to speech transmission or environ-

mental noise. The research focusses on noise-corrupted speech data where

the unrecorded values arise in an unconstrained pattern and correspond

to censored data.

When the reconstructed observations are used in parameter estimation

or prediction, imputation should aim to minimise the estimation or pre-

diction error and the end application should be taken into account when

the imputation model and estimation method are selected. However, the

complete data model used in imputation is not constrained to model the

dependencies used in end application. Instead, imputation can utilise

additional dependencies to reduce reconstruction error or exclude depen-

dencies to reduce noise. The experiments conducted in this work eval-

uate whether temporal dependencies between consecutive observations

improve imputation. The experiments also evaluate whether imputation

uncertainties improve transcription accuracies when imputation is used

as a noise compensation method in LVCSR. The applications and impu-

tation methods studied in this work are introduced in more detail in the

next section.
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3.1 Automatic speech recognition

The current section introduces the automatic speech recognition system

used in PI–PVI and discusses previous work on missing-data imputation

in ASR.

3.1.1 System overview

ASR converts speech into a written transcription. The process can be par-

titioned into front-end operations that convert speech into acoustic obser-

vation vectors x′(n) and back-end operations that convert observations

into words. The conversion can utilise statistical dependencies learned

based on speech and text data. Dependencies between observations and

words are represented in an acoustic model while dependencies between

consecutive words are represented in a language model. Since the de-

pendencies between consecutive words are calculated based on text data

and are not affected when observations are corrupted with environmen-

tal noise, the research presented in this thesis focusses on the acoustic

model. The current section introduces the acoustic observation vectors

and acoustic model used in PI–PVI.

The acoustic observation vectors x′(n) contain features calculated based

on speech data that is captured with a microphone and processed in short

time windows. The main operations in common feature calculation front-

ends include spectral envelope estimation and normalisation. Envelope

estimation means that the observations in time frame n are modelled

in spectral domain and associated with an envelope representation x(n).

The envelope representation used in PI–PVI is a smoothed spectrum that

is calculated based on mel-scale sub-bands and log-compressed.
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The features x′(n) used in acoustic likelihood calculation in PI–PVI are

calculated based on the envelope estimates x(n). The envelope estimates

that model speech data in a compressed spectral domain are mapped into

mel-scale cepstrum [60] and time normalised with window-based cepstral

mean normalisation [61]. The feature vectors x′(n) are also extended

with differential features [62] and decorrelated with a maximum likeli-

hood linear transformation [63]. Alternative feature representations are

discussed in [64].

The acoustic observation vectors x′(n) calculated at consecutive time

indices n constitute an observation sequence that corresponds to an un-

observed word sequence. The acoustic observation sequence is modelled

as random variable X and the transcription as random variable W . Fur-

thermore, X and W are extended with an intermediate representation Z

that associates each observation x′(n) with a discrete state variable ζ(n).

The system evaluated in PI–PVI aims to determine the transcription that

maximises

Ŵ = argmax
W

{max
Z

P (W )P (Z|W )P (X|Z)}, (3.1)

where P (W ) associates transcriptions with a priori probabilities while

P (Z|W ) associates transcriptions with state sequences Z and P (X|Z) as-

sociates state sequences with acoustic observations X [65]. Alternatives

include approaches that estimate the transcription Ŵ based on a discrim-

inative model P (W |X) [66].

The state transcription probabilities P (Z|W ) and acoustic observation

probabilities P (X|Z) are modelled in the acoustic model. The acoustic

model used in PI–PVI encodes the state and observation probabilities

in a HMM [67, 68]. The word-level transcriptions W are converted into

phoneme-level transcriptions where the units are context-dependent pho-

nemes [69]. The conversion is based on pronunciation rules. The phonetic

units are associated with acoustic observations and the observation se-

quences associated with each unit are modelled as HMMs whose states

are tied across units [70]. The HMMs associated with the phonetic units

can be concatenated to determine the HMM representation associated

with each transcription W , and the probabilities P (Z|W ) and P (X|Z) can

be calculated based on the state sequence and acoustic observation prob-

abilities that relate observations and phonetic units. A comprehensive

introduction into HMM-based ASR is provided in [71].

HMM-based acoustic models associate phonetic units with a state struc-

ture, state transition probabilities, and state-conditioned observation prob-
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abilities. The dependencies between consecutive states ζ are assumed to

capture the dependencies between consecutive observation vectors so that

the observation probabilities

P (X|Z) =
∏
n

p(x′(n)|ζ(n)), (3.2)

where p(x′|ζ) denotes observation probabilities conditioned on HMM state

ζ. The state-conditioned observation probabilities are modelled as Gaus-

sian mixture densities whose parameters include state-conditioned com-

ponent probabilities and component-conditioned distribution parameters.

The component-conditioned distribution parameters include the mean vec-

tor and covariance matrix that determine a multivariate normal distri-

bution. The covariance matrices are assumed to be diagonal due to the

decorrelation included in feature normalisation. Alternatives to GMM-

based acoustic models include neural network representations [72, 73, 74]

and instance-based representations [75, 76].

The acoustic model parameters are learned based on acoustic obser-

vation sequences {X} and transcriptions {W} which are converted into

phoneme-level transcriptions that utilise context-dependent phonemes.

Since the model parameters are learned in a data-driven manner, the ob-

servation sequences {X} that we use in parameter estimation determine

the acoustic patterns accepted within each state ζ. The acoustic model pa-

rameters in PI–PVI are estimated based on speech data that is recorded in

quiet conditions so that the state-conditioned distribution parameters do

not model environmental noise. Alternatives include multicondition data

where various noise conditions are represented to ensure that the state-

conditioned distributions capture environmental variation and activate

based on noise-corrupted observations. Advanced parameter estimation

methods use multicondition data with environmental noise compensation

[77, 78].

To summarise, we have discussed the feature calculation front-end and

acoustic model used in PI–PVI. The HMM-based acoustic model deter-

mines (1) state-conditioned observation probabilities that are used in acous-

tic likelihood calculation and (2) state transition probabilities that are

needed to determine the most probable state sequence Ẑ and word se-

quence Ŵ . The search operation that determines the state and word

transcriptions also takes into account word sequence probabilities P (W )

(Equation 3.1). To evaluate word sequence probabilities, the system used

in PI–PVI decomposes words into morpheme-like subword units. The
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units are learned based on text data in an unsupervised manner [79]

and the dependencies between consecutive subword units are modelled

as n-gram probabilities [80]. The decoder that searches the most proba-

ble transcription is presented in [81] and alternative approaches are dis-

cussed in [82].

3.1.2 Environmental noise

The experiments reported in PI–PVI evaluate ASR in conditions that do

not correspond to the conditions represented in the clean speech dataset

based on which the acoustic model parameters have been estimated. Hence

the environmental conditions introduce unwanted variation in the evalu-

ation data. This variation is called noise. Noise corruption can be additive

or convolutive in the time domain. Additive noise includes environmental

sounds whereas convolutive noise includes reverberation and distortions

introduced in the speech transmission channel.

The current section discusses acoustic likelihood calculation when speech

is corrupted with additive noise. The noise-corrupted speech data is rep-

resented in the compressed spectral domain as y(n) and in the acoustic-

model domain as y′(n). Since the noise-corrupted observations y′(n) do

not have the same statistical properties as clean speech observations x′(n),

the acoustic model parameters estimated based on clean speech observa-

tions do not model the noise-corrupted observations. To calculate state-

conditioned likelihood scores based on an observation y′(n), the unob-

served clean speech representation x′(n) is introduced in the likelihood

calculation as a hidden variable,

p(y′(n)|ζ) =
∫

p(y′(n)|x′(n), ζ)p(x′(n)|ζ)dx′(n), (3.3)

where p(y′|x′, ζ) models statistical dependencies between acoustic obser-

vation vectors y′(n) and x′(n) that are associated with acoustic model

state ζ.

The observation model p(y′|x′, ζ) can be estimated based on parallel

clean and noise-corrupted speech data or derived based on a model that

describes interaction between speech and noise. Feature-based approaches

[83, 84, 85] assume that the dependencies between observations y′(n) and

x′(n) do not depend on the acoustic model state, whereas model-based ap-

proaches [84, 86, 87] estimate state-conditioned dependencies. Alterna-

tives include approaches that marginalise over the acoustic model param-

eters associated with noise-corrupted features [88, 89] and approaches
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that calculate expected state-conditioned likelihood scores [90, 91]. The

latter include front-end noise compensation approaches extended with ob-

servation uncertainties [14, 15]. For a comprehensive review and discus-

sion, see [92].

The experiments discussed in this work use noise compensation extended

with observation uncertainties [14, 15]. Observation uncertainties can be

used when the observations y′(n) are calculated based on enhanced or

reconstructed data. The observations y′(n) are considered clean speech

estimates, and the dependencies between observations y′(n) and clean

speech values x′(n) are modelled as y′(n) = x′(n) + e(n), where e(n) de-

notes estimation error. The error is modelled as a random variable whose

distribution is a multivariate normal distribution with mean E{e(n)} = 0

and variance Σ{e(n)} = σ̂′(n). When estimation errors are interpreted

as observation uncertainties, we assume that the errors do not depend on

the clean speech values x′(n) or clean speech estimates y′(n). Hence the

observation model p(y′(n)|x′(n)) calculated based on the observation un-

certainties model is a multivariate normal distribution with mean x′(n)

and variance σ̂′(n) and the evidence model p(x′(n)|y′(n)) a multivariate

normal distribution with mean y′(n) and variance σ̂′(n).

The system evaluated PI–PVI calculates the state-conditioned likeli-

hoods p(x′(n)|ζ) based on component-conditioned likelihoods p(x′(n)|ν)
that are modelled as multivariate normal distributions with mean μ(ν)

and variance σ(ν). The likelihood that mixture component ν produced

the clean speech observation x′(n) is calculated as

p(x′(n)|ν) = N(x′(n);μ(ν),σ(ν)). (3.4)

When the feature vectors y′(n) are clean speech estimates associated with

observation uncertainties σ̂′(n), the component-conditioned likelihoods

are calculated as

p(y′(n)|ν) =
∫

N(x′(n);μ(ν),σ(ν))N(x′(n);y′(n), σ̂′(n))dx′(n), (3.5)

where N(x′;y′, σ̂′) = N(y′;x′, σ̂′) is the observation or evidence model

derived based on the observation uncertainties model. The component-

conditioned likelihood has a closed-form solution,

p(y′(n)|ν) = N(y′(n);μ(ν),σ(ν) + σ̂′(n)). (3.6)

We observe that the distributions p(x′|ν) and p(y′|ν) are centred at the

same location, but the distributions associated with uncertain observa-

tions y′ have an increased variance. The estimation error σ̂′(n) varies
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between observations y′(n) so that the component-conditioned likelihood

p(y′(n)|ν) = N(y′(n);μ(ν),σ(ν)) when the observations are considered re-

liable and estimation error σ̂′(n) = 0 and p(y′(n)|ν) → 0 when estimation

error σ̂′(n) → ∞. The uncertainties can also be taken into account in

acoustic model parameter estimation [93, 94].

Equations (3.4)–(3.6) indicate that observation uncertainties can miti-

gate the effect of estimation errors introduced in front-end noise compen-

sation. The decrease in component-conditioned likelihoods (Equation 3.6)

decreases and smoothens the state-conditioned likelihoods p(y′(n)|ζ) and

pushes the decoder to emphasise state transition probabilities and word

sequence probabilities when the acoustic observation vectors are calcu-

lated based on enhanced or reconstructed data. The uncertainties can be

assumed proportional to heuristic measures or calculated based on the

noise compensation model as posterior variances [95, 96]. The uncertain-

ties can also be optimised based on test conditions to improve transcrip-

tion accuracies [97, 98, 99]. Estimation approaches have been compared

in [100]. Alternatives to observation uncertainties include likelihood cal-

culation based on multiple clean speech estimates [101] and using frame-

based uncertainties to post-process likelihoods calculated based on esti-

mated features [102].

3.1.3 Missing-data methods

When speech is observed under environmental noise, the observation vec-

tors do not match the acoustic classes trained on speech data recorded

in quiet conditions. The experiments reported in PI–PVI assume that

the noise-corrupted observations y(n) can be interpreted as incomplete

clean speech data x(n). The motivation to interpret noise-corrupted ob-

servations as incomplete relates to the observation that human percep-

tion restores incomplete speech data when the unrecorded components

are masked with environmental noise [103, 104, 105].

Since the observations are converted into state-conditioned acoustic like-

lihoods (Section 3.1.1), method selection is not limited to conventional

imputation approaches that calculate reconstructed observations x̂(n).

For example, marginalisation or bounded marginalisation can be used in

acoustic model likelihood calculation to determine the likelihoods based

on incomplete data [1]. Furthermore, imputation approaches used in

automatic speech recognition include class-conditioned imputation and

front-end based imputation.
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An imputation approach is called class-conditioned when the unrecorded

values are estimated based on the acoustic model state-conditioned or

component-conditioned distributions [106, 107]. Front-end based impu-

tation approaches assume a separate imputation model and estimate re-

constructed observations prior to acoustic model likelihood calculation [2].

Marginalisation and class-conditioned imputation do not have the model

selection issue associated with conventional imputation methods, but re-

quire modifications in acoustic model likelihood calculation and constrain

feature selection.

The current work focuses on front-end-based imputation approaches.

Missing-data imputation under environmental noise requires error detec-

tion or mask estimation methods to determine the partition into recorded

and unrecorded variables m(n) (Section 2.2). The unrecorded values are

estimated based on the recorded values and a complete-data model p(x),

and the reconstructed data vectors are passed on to feature normalisation

and acoustic likelihood calculation. The current subsection introduces

common mask estimation and reconstruction approaches. Alternative ap-

proaches to environmental noise compensation are reviewed in [108, 109].

Mask estimation

Mask estimation approaches find erroneous observations and partition

the noise-corrupted observations y(n) into reliable and unreliable compo-

nents. The current work focusses on single-channel speech data and ad-

ditive noise corruption. We assume that the observations are represented

in a compressed spectral domain where interaction between speech and

additive noise can be modelled with the max approximation [110, 111].

The observations y(n) are modelled as

y(n) ≈ max{x(n),n(n)}, (3.7)

where x(n) denotes the speech and n(n) the additive noise features time

frame n, and we assume a component-wise max operation. Alternative

interaction models are discussed and the max approximation model is de-

rived in [112].

Since we assume that observations y(n, k) correspond to clean speech

features when x(n, k) > n(n, k), speech-dominated components are consid-

ered reliable, whereas noise-dominated components are unreliable. Since

y(n, k) represents noise when x(n, k) < n(n, k), it is not possible to de-

termine the clean speech value x(n, k) based on a noise-dominated ob-

servation y(n, k). Hence the clean speech vectors x(n) derived based on
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noise-corrupted observations y(n) are incomplete.

When speech and noise features are available as a priori information,

an observation y(n, k) can be marked reliable when x(n, k) − n(n, k) > γ,

where γ is a parameter which can be hand-tuned to optimise system per-

formance. The partition into reliable and unreliable components can be

represented as a mask vector m(n). The partition m(n) is called an or-

acle mask because we calculate it based on speech features x(n, k) and

noise features n(n, k) that are not available when methods are tested on

real noise-corrupted speech data. Experiments are conducted with oracle

masks to compare missing-data methods in ideal conditions and to evalu-

ate methods’ robustness to mask estimation errors.

Mask estimation approaches that operate on noise-corrupted observa-

tions include methods based on noise estimates, classification, and percep-

tual criteria [1, 113, 114]. A comprehensive review of single-channel mask

estimation approaches is provided in [115]. Experiments reported in the

current work calculate mask estimates m̂(n) based on noise estimates

n̂(n). An observation y(n, k) is marked reliable when y(n, k)− n̂(n, k) > γ,

and the estimated mask is post-processed to remove reliable areas that do

not exceed a minimum size. The minimum size condition is intended to

simulate human speech perception [116].

We note that the mask estimation and imputation approaches evalu-

ated in this work do not take into account uncertainties related to mask

estimation. The estimated masks are assumed accurate, even if a mask

calculated based on the observed features and noise estimates is never

error-free due to inaccuracies in noise estimation and unaccounted phase

differences between speech and noise [117]. The uncertainties that arise

in mask estimation can be modelled in missing-data reconstruction if es-

timated masks m̂(n) are substituted with mask probabilities p(m|y(n))
[118, 119]. The probabilities can be calculated prior to reconstruction and

classification, or mask estimation can be coupled with the reconstruction

or classification tasks [120, 121].

Reconstruction

Front-end imputation methods estimate unrecorded values and calculate

reconstructed features x̂(n) based on a clean speech model that is not the

acoustic model. The reconstructed features are calculated in the com-

pressed spectral domain where the observed feature vector y(n) has reli-

able components represented as subvector yr(n) and unreliable compo-
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nents represented as yu(n). Since reconstructed features x̂(n) can be

processed like complete observations, the features can be mapped into

acoustic observation vectors x̂′(n) with the standard feature calculation

front-end and used in acoustic model likelihood calculation without mod-

ifications. However, the acoustic class probabilities calculated based on

reconstructed data are overestimated unless the uncertainties introduced

in imputation are modelled.

The most common model-based imputation methods assume that the

clean speech features in time frame n are modelled as a random variable

x and that statistical dependencies between features are modelled as a

GMM with component-conditioned distributions N(x|i), where i denotes

the mixture component. In the case that the missing-data mechanism

is ignorable, the conditional distribution p(xu|xr) that corresponds to the

posterior predictive distribution can be calculated based on a GMM distri-

bution in closed form. However, when incomplete observations arise due

to additive-noise corruption, we know that the unrecorded values cannot

exceed the observed features, xu ≤ yu(n). Thus the incomplete observa-

tions correspond to censored data and the posterior predictive distribution

is a truncated conditional distribution Tp(xu|xr) and the component-con-

ditioned posterior predictive distributions are truncated normal distribu-

tions TN(xu|xr, i).

The truncated conditional distribution parameters have closed-form so-

lutions and the unrecorded values can be substituted with the truncated

conditional distribution mean when the component-conditioned distribu-

tions N(x|i) have diagonal covariance matrices [119]. Furthermore, when

component-conditioned distributions have diagonal covariance matrices,

truncated conditional mean estimates can be calculated based on proba-

bilistic masks. However, a diagonal-covariance model requires numerous

components to capture the statistical dependencies between recorded and

unrecorded data. Diagonal-covariance models are not evaluated in PI–

PVI.

When component-conditioned distributions N(x|i) have full covariance

matrices, component-conditioned truncated distribution parameters do

not have closed-form solutions. The most common reconstruction method

used in this condition is cluster-based imputation [2]. The method sub-

stitutes unrecorded values with approximate MAP estimates calculated

based on the observed features and the complete-data model. The trun-

cated distribution parameters are not needed since MAP estimation can
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be formulated as a constrained optimisation problem and component-con-

ditioned MAP estimates can be calculated based on the observed features

and component-conditioned distribution parameters [2]. The experiments

conducted in this work use cluster-based imputation as a baseline method

in PI and PIII–PVI.

Alternatives to cluster-based imputation include bounded conditional

mean imputation (BCMI) approaches that calculate approximate trun-

cated distribution parameters and substitute unrecorded values with the

truncated conditional distribution mean. BCMI approaches proposed in

previous works calculate the approximate component-conditioned trun-

cated conditional distribution parameters based on the component-condi-

tioned conditional distribution parameters with axis-parallel approxima-

tion or diagonal-covariance approximation [122, 123]. BCMI approaches

do not need iterative optimisation, and when unrecorded values are sub-

stituted with a truncated distribution mean, the uncertainties related to

reconstructed features can be calculated as the distribution variance. The

experiments conducted in this work compare cluster-based imputation

and BCMI in PV–PVI.

Alternatives to model-based imputation include imputation approaches

that model the features x(n) with a sparse representation [19, 124]. We

assume that the complete features are represented as a linear combina-

tion

x(n) =
∑
m

a(n,m)b(m), (3.8)

where a(n) denotes a sparse activation vector in time frame n and b(m)

are basis vectors. The experiments conducted in this work evaluate sparse

imputation and compare sparse imputation and model-based imputation

approaches in PI–PIV. The sparse imputation method evaluated in this

work uses complete data vectors as basis vectors b(m) and estimates the

sparse activation vector based on l1-minimisation [19, 125]. The method

does not model the observation process that constrains unrecorded values

not to exceed the observed values. However, observations are processed

in windows that span multiple time frames, which improves prediction

accuracies, and the reconstructed observations are also post-processed not

to exceed the observed values.

Most cluster-based imputation and bounded conditional mean imputa-

tion experiments have been conducted on observation vectors x(n) that in-

clude the compressed spectral envelope in time frame n. However, frame-

based imputation is unreliable when recorded values are scarce, and mod-
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elling temporal dependencies can improve imputation performance. To

utilise temporal dependencies between consecutive time frames, model-

based imputation methods can process the speech data in windows like

sparse imputation or model the data as a time series. We evaluate win-

dow-based sparse imputation in PI and window-based model-based impu-

tation in PIV and PVI. The window-based approaches use windows that

span T complete time frames as proposed in [20]. Alternative approaches

to window-based imputation include correlation-based imputation [2] and

selective frame and channel-based imputation [126].

Alternatives to window-based imputation include recursive neural net-

works [127] and state–space approaches that model the observations as

time series data and model the dependencies between consecutive obser-

vation vectors as dependencies between hidden state variables. For ex-

ample, HMM-based imputation methods [128, 123] use state transition

probabilities to model dependencies between discrete hidden states i. The

state probabilities depend on state transition probabilities and observa-

tion probabilities in consecutive states, whereas state-conditioned pos-

terior predictive distribution parameters are assumed constant [128] or

calculated based on the observation vector in time frame n [123]. Al-

ternatives include imputation based on a nonlinear state–space model

(NSSM) [21] where state information is represented with a continuous

hidden variable z and the dependencies between variables are assumed

nonlinear. The experiments conducted in this work evaluate NSSM-based

imputation in PIII.

We note that recent advances in front-end imputation methods are not

limited to approaches that model temporal dependencies. For example,

model-based imputation has been evaluated on distributions conditioned

on voicedness information [129] while sparse imputation has been ex-

tended with regularisation and evaluated on clustered search bases [130,

131, 132]. Advances also include imputation uncertainties. The uncer-

tainties do not improve reconstruction accuracies, but reduce the variance

bias in parameters estimated based on reconstructed observations.

Observation uncertainties

The reconstructed features x̂(n) can be processed as complete observa-

tions so that feature calculation or acoustic model likelihood calculation

do not need to be modified. This can have immense practical value. How-

ever, transcription accuracies are expected to improve when the recon-
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structed values are associated with imputation uncertainties σ̂(n) and

the uncertainties are introduced in acoustic model likelihood calculation.

When reconstructed values are calculated as the posterior predictive dis-

tribution mean, uncertainties associated with the reconstructed values

can be calculated as the posterior predictive distribution variance. The

uncertainties are calculated as the posterior predictive distribution vari-

ance in PV–PVI. Alternatives include estimation uncertainties calculated

based on heuristic rules. Heuristic uncertainties are used in PII.

The uncertainties associated with reconstructed observations can be in-

troduced into acoustic model likelihood calculation as observation uncer-

tainties [14, 15] or converted into frame-based confidence measures [102].

Previous work on environmental noise compensation with imputation and

uncertainties includes cluster-based imputation evaluated with observa-

tion uncertainties [133, 134] and bounded conditional mean imputation

evaluated with frame-based uncertainties 0 ≤ α(n) ≤ 1 [135]. Observa-

tion uncertainties have also been used with conditional mean imputation

in distributed speech recognition where the incomplete observations arise

due to transmission errors [136].

The experiments conducted in this work use observation uncertainties.

Since observation uncertainties are used to update acoustic model pa-

rameters, we need to calculate uncertainties associated with the repre-

sentation that is used in acoustic likelihood calculation. The observations

x̂′(n) that are calculated based on the reconstructed observations x̂(n) are

associated with uncertainties σ̂′(n) that are calculated based on the im-

putation uncertainties σ̂(n) or complete posterior predictive distribution

p(xu(n)|xr(n)).

The process in which the uncertainties associated with source variables

x are converted into uncertainties associated with variables f(x) is called

error propagation. When missing-data imputation and acoustic model

likelihood calculation operate in separate feature domains, error propaga-

tion is needed to calculate the uncertainties σ̂′(n) associated with observa-

tions x̂′(n). Error propagation methods include model-driven approaches

[96, 137] and data-driven approaches [133, 134]. Estimation is model-

driven when the transformation between observations in the compressed

spectral domain and acoustic-model domain is modelled as M sequential

transformations x′ = f1(f2 · · · (fM (x))) and each transformation is asso-

ciated with approximate variance transformation rules. This approach

is used in PV–PVI. The data-driven alternative means that a statisti-
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cal model is trained to convert uncertainties estimated in the compressed

spectral domain into observation uncertainties in the acoustic-model do-

main. The model parameters are estimated based on estimation uncer-

tainties σ̂(n) and oracle uncertainties that are calculated based on paral-

lel clean and noise-corrupted speech data in the acoustic-model domain.

This approach is used in PII.

3.2 Artificial bandwidth extension

Bandwidth extension is used in telecommunication where speech waves

are transmitted over a distance. Telecommunication systems limit the

speech bandwidth and encode the speech wave to minimise transmis-

sion size and optimise transmission speed. The experiments reported in

PVII–PVIII evaluate ABE in mobile telecommunication where wideband

transmissions include frequencies 50–7000 Hz whereas most narrowband

transmissions approximate the conventional telephone band 300–3400 Hz.

The exact passband varies between transmission systems and terminal

devices, but frequencies above 4000 Hz are not included since the nar-

rowband speech wave is sampled at 8000 Hz. ABE can include lowband

extension to restore frequencies below the passband and highband exten-

sion to restore frequencies above the passband. Bandwidth extension can

enhance naturalness and reduce the perceived difference between nar-

rowband and wideband connections.

The approaches evaluated in PVII–PVIII model bandwidth extension

as separate envelope extension and excitation extension processes. We

assume that speech data is processed in short windows that can be rep-

resented with a spectrum. The spectrum can be decomposed into a com-

ponent that determines the envelope and a component that determines

the fine structure. The component that determines the fine structure is

called excitation. The envelope and excitation components are assumed

independent so that envelope extension and excitation extension can be

implemented as separate processes. The current section focusses on en-

velope extension. Methods that calculate the extended excitation based

on narrowband excitation include modulation techniques [138] and non-

linear processes [139]. Alternatives include sinusoidal synthesis that is

common in lowband extension [140] and modulated noise that is common

in highband extension [141].

ABE approaches estimate extension-band envelopes u(n) based on nar-
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rowband observations y(n). The envelope extension method evaluated in

PVII–PVIII models the extension-band envelopes and narrowband fea-

tures as random variables, as proposed in [142]. The conditional distribu-

tion p(u|y) is modelled as a GMM [143]. Alternatives include codebook-

based approaches [144, 145, 146], linear prediction approaches [147, 148],

HMM-based approaches [149, 150, 151], and neural network approaches

[152, 153]. The input variables y(n) can include a narrowband envelope

representation and other variables calculated based on the narrowband

data [154]. Moreover the narrowband observation vector in window n can

include variables calculated based on narrowband data in previous win-

dows [155].

The envelope extension method evaluated in PVII–PVIII estimates the

statistical dependencies between the input and output variables y and u

based on parallel narrowband and wideband data. The dependencies are

encoded in a conditional distribution model p(u|y) and when envelope ex-

tension is used, estimates û(n) are calculated based on the conditional

distribution model and narrowband observations y(n). The approaches

evaluated PVII–PVIII calculate extension-band envelopes as MMSE esti-

mates. MMSE estimates do not minimise the expected perceived error be-

tween wideband speech and extended narrowband speech since listeners

are more sensitive to overestimation errors û(n) > u(n) [139]. However

MMSE estimation is common in envelope extension, and the estimates

can be post-processed to reduce occasional estimation errors [156]. Alter-

native approaches include estimates derived based on a cost function that

penalises overestimation errors [157].
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4.1 Sparse imputation

Publication I studies window-based sparse imputation and compares sparse

imputation and cluster-based imputation in LVCSR. The window-based

sparse imputation method [20] processed speech data in windows that

span multiple observations x(n) whereas cluster-based imputation [2] mod-

elled the observation vectors as i.i.d random variables. The imputation

methods were evaluated on real and simulated noise-corrupted speech

data. The real noise-corrupted speech data means utterances that were

recorded in public and car environments, and the simulated noise-cor-

rupted speech data means clean speech utterances that were mixed with

additive noise. The experiments conducted in PI used clean speech data

mixed with babble noise.

The experiments conducted with sparse imputation indicated that the

additional time context introduced in multi-frame windows improves tran-

scription accuracies when sparse imputation is used as a noise compensa-

tion method in LVCSR. Furthermore, the comparison between sparse im-

putation and cluster-based imputation indicated that sparse imputation

is better than or comparable to cluster-based imputation when sparse im-

putation is evaluated on windows that span T ≥ 5 frames. The complete

evaluation is presented in PI. The examples presented in this section per-

tain to sparse imputation applied on windows that span T = 15 frames.

The same window width is used in the sparse imputation experiments

reported in PII–PIV.

The comparison between sparse imputation (T = 15) and cluster-based

imputation on the noise-corrupted data recorded in public and car envi-

ronments is presented in Table 4.1. The transcription accuracies obtained
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Table 4.1. Letter error rates calculated on noise-corrupted speech data recorded in public
environments P0–P2 and car environments C0–C2. Experiments compared
cluster-based imputation (CI) and sparse imputation (SI).

P0 P1 P2 C0 C1 C2

Baseline 3.4 22.1 38.3 4.2 33.7 67.3

CI 3.3 13.3 24.6 3.5 19.7 44.3

SI 3.6 13.3 21.2 3.7 15.9 33.3

with the uncompensated baseline system, cluster-based imputation, and

sparse imputation are reported in letter error rate. P0–P2 and C0–C2

indicate the environmental conditions. P0 and C0 indicate letter error

rates calculated on headset-recorded data that is close to clean speech.

P1 and C1 indicate letter error rates calculated on speech data recorded

with a lavalier microphone that captures more environmental noise. P2

indicates letter error rates calculated on far-recorded data recorded with a

microphone at a medium distance and C2 letter error rates calculated on

far-recorded data recorded with a hands-free microphone that is mounted

on the rear-view mirror. Sparse imputation and cluster-based imputa-

tion substitute noise-corrupted features with clean speech estimates and

improve transcription accuracies when evaluated on the noise-corrupted

speech data in environmental conditions P1–P2 and C1–C2. The exper-

iments indicate that sparse imputation is better than cluster-based im-

putation when environmental noise is severe. Since reliable features are

scarce under loud additive noise, we believe that the outcome is in part

due to the additional context available for sparse imputation in the win-

dows that span multiple time frames.

Experiments conducted on simulated noise-corrupted speech data eval-

uate imputation methods under several signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). Let-

ter error rates obtained with the uncompensated baseline system, clus-

ter-based imputation, and sparse imputation (T = 15) are reported in

Table 4.2. Evaluations conducted with (a) estimated masks and (b) oracle

masks indicate that the difference between sparse imputation and clus-

ter-based imputation becomes more notable when the methods are evalu-

ated on more accurate masks. Here sparse imputation introduced 16–84%

relative error reduction compared to cluster-based imputation when ora-

cle masks were used (Table 4.2 (b)). Moreover, we note that when oracle

masks were used, sparse imputation performed better than cluster-based

imputation even when T = 1.
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Table 4.2. Letter error rates calculated on speech data mixed with babble noise at signal-
to-noise ratios (SNR) 0–15 dB. Experiments compared cluster-based imputa-
tion (CI) and sparse imputation (SI) with (a) estimated masks and (b) oracle
masks.

(a)

SNR 15 SNR 10 SNR 5 SNR 0

Baseline 13.6 43.4 77.9 94.5

CI 7.6 20.4 55.0 76.6

SI 7.7 18.3 45.2 73.3

(b)

SNR 15 SNR 10 SNR 5 SNR 0

Baseline 13.6 43.4 77.9 94.5

CI 4.9 10.7 30.3 68.3

SI 4.1 6.7 7.5 12.3

4.2 Sparse imputation and observation uncertainties

In Publication II, sparse imputation was evaluated with observation un-

certainties. Since sparse imputation does not determine an explicit pre-

dictive distribution model, the reconstructed features were associated with

uncertainties estimated with heuristic measures. The proposed measures

included measures calculated based on a priori information in the ob-

served features and missing-data mask, and measures calculated based

on the reconstructed features or activations. In addition, we evaluated

sparse imputation with oracle uncertainties calculated as a squared error

between the reconstructed and clean speech features. The uncertainties

were mapped to the acoustic-model domain with a linear regression model

that was trained on oracle uncertainties calculated in the acoustic-model

domain.

The proposed system with sparse imputation and observation uncer-

tainties was evaluated on the simulated noise-corrupted speech data that

includes clean speech utterances mixed with babble noise. Experiments

conducted with oracle and estimated masks indicated that observation

uncertainties improve transcription accuracies when estimated masks are

used. The best measures introduced 8–15% relative error reductions com-

pared to sparse imputation baseline when evaluated on the babble-noise

corrupted data with estimated masks.
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4.3 Nonlinear state–space model

Publication III evaluated NSSM-based imputation [21] on speech data

mixed with environmental noise. NSSM associates the observed feature

vectors x(n) with hidden source vectors z(n). Dependencies between the

observation vectors and the lower-dimensional source vectors as well as

dependencies between the source vectors in consecutive time frames, z(n)

and z(n− 1), were assumed nonlinear and modelled with multilayer per-

ceptron (MLP) networks. The model parameters were estimated based

on complete clean speech vectors, and reliable observations were used to

estimate the source vector distributions that determine the posterior pre-

dictive distributions p(x(n)|z(n)). The model parameters and source dis-

tributions were calculated based on the cost function proposed in [158].

The source distributions were calculated with the total derivatives ap-

proach proposed in [21]. To encode the assumption that missingness is

due to additive noise, we constrained the predictive distribution means

not to exceed the observed values y(n).

NSSM-based imputation was evaluated on clean speech data mixed with

babble or impulsive noise. The clean speech data and the babble noise

are the same that were used in PI–PII, whereas the impulsive-noise con-

dition was introduced as a new condition in PIII. The impulsive-noise

condition was introduced to compare and evaluate imputation methods

on data where complete data vectors are unrecorded and temporal depen-

dencies are needed in reconstruction. The clean speech utterances mixed

with babble and impulsive noise are the same, so transcription accuracies

can be compared across conditions. The accuracies cannot be compared to

transcription accuracies presented in PI since the baseline systems used

in PI and PIII are not identical. However comparison between imputation

methods is possible because cluster-based imputation and sparse imputa-

tion were evaluated in PIII.

The experiments reported in PIII evaluated NSSM-based imputation

with and without the constraint on predictive distribution mean. Since

constrained optimisation improved NSSM-based imputation in both bab-

ble and impulsive noise conditions, transcription accuracies reported in

this section pertain to constrained NSSM. Letter error rates obtained

with constrained NSSM-based imputation, cluster-based imputation, and

sparse imputation in (a) babble noise and (b) impulsive noise condition

are reported in Table 4.3. NSSM-based imputation outperformed cluster-
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Table 4.3. Letter error rates calculated on speech data mixed with (a) babble noise
and (b) impulsive noise. Experiments compared nonlinear state–space model
(NSSM) based imputation, cluster-based imputation (CI), and sparse imputa-
tion (SI).

(a)

SNR 15 SNR 10 SNR 5 SNR 0

NSSM 8.2 20.7 54.3 76.9

CI 8.3 21.6 54.9 78.5

SI 7.1 16.4 43.3 72.3

(b)

SNR 5 SNR 0 SNR -5 SNR -15

NSSM 12.8 17.4 25.0 44.8

CI 25.6 30.1 35.9 46.7

SI 18.7 24.7 32.9 46.2

based imputation and sparse imputation in the impulsive-noise condition

(Table 4.3 (b)), whereas in the babble-noise condition, NSSM-based impu-

tation performance was comparable to cluster-based imputation perfor-

mance and sparse imputation resulted in the best transcription accura-

cies (Table 4.3 (a)).

4.4 Window-based cluster-based imputation

Publication IV continued experiments on temporal dependencies and clean

speech data mixed with babble or impulsive noise. The imputation ap-

proaches evaluated in this work processed speech in multi-frame windows

same as sparse imputation (PI–PII). However statistical dependencies be-

tween feature components were modelled as a full-covariance GMM and

reconstructed features were calculated with a cluster-based imputation

method where the component-conditional reconstructions were estimated

with conditional mean imputation and post-processed not to exceed the

observed value. GMM distribution was also compared with a mixture of

factor analysers (MFA) [159]. MFA prevents possible overparametrisa-

tion when the window width and feature dimension increase, since the

covariance structure in each mixture component is modelled in a lower-

dimensional factor domain.

The cluster-based imputation method was evaluated on T = {1, 5, 10}
frame windows. The experiments were conducted on clean speech data
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Table 4.4. Letter error rates calculated on speech data mixed with (a) babble noise and
(b) impulsive noise. Experiments evaluated a window-based cluster-based im-
putation method on T = {1, 5, 10} frame windows.

(a)

T SNR 15 SNR 10 SNR 5 SNR 0

1 8.5 23.2 56.2 78.8

5 7.7 19.5 48.9 74.5

10 8.4 22.2 54.9 79.4

(b)

T SNR 5 SNR 0 SNR -5 SNR -15

1 26.1 30.7 36.8 48.9

5 19.3 25.7 33.1 47.1

10 12.8 19.5 28.8 45.4

mixed with (a) babble noise and (b) impulsive noise as proposed in PIII.

The comparison between frame-based and window-based cluster-based

imputation indicated that window-based imputation improves transcrip-

tion accuracies in both conditions (Table 4.4). Moreover comparison be-

tween T = 5 and T = 10 frame windows indicated that T = 5 frame

windows are better when cluster-based imputation is evaluated in the

babble-noise condition (Table 4.4 (a)), whereas in the impulsive-noise con-

dition, transcription accuracies improved when cluster-based imputation

was evaluated on T = 10 frame windows (Table 4.4 (b)). We believe that

the added temporal context improved transcription accuracies in the im-

pulsive-noise condition because impulsive noise is localised in time, which

means that an increase in window width increases the ratio between reli-

able and unreliable features within windows that contain unreliable val-

ues. The ratio between reliable and unreliable features is expected to

remain constant in the babble-noise condition.

The window-based cluster-based imputation experiments were repeated

with MFA clean speech models. Letter error rates obtained in the con-

dition with (a) babble noise and (b) impulsive noise are reported in Ta-

ble 4.5. A comparison between Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 indicates that the

factor domain approach improves the window-based cluster-based impu-

tation performance compared to models that have full-rank covariance

matrices. The transcription accuracies obtained with window-based clus-

ter-based imputation can also be compared to accuracies reported in PIII.

The transcription accuracies obtained are comparable to transcription ac-
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Table 4.5. Letter error rates evaluated on speech data mixed with (a) babble noise (b) im-
pulsive noise. Experiments evaluated a window-based cluster-based imputa-
tion method on T = {5, 10} frame windows and a clean speech model trained
in a low-dimensional factor domain.

(a)

T SNR 15 SNR 10 SNR 5 SNR 0

5 7.4 18.1 47.0 74.3

10 7.9 21.0 53.5 79.0

(b)

T SNR 5 SNR 0 SNR -5 SNR -15

5 18.4 24.5 32.3 45.7

10 12.5 18.0 27.0 43.6

curacies obtained with NSSM-based imputation in the impulsive noise

condition (Table 4.3 (b)) and better than transcription accuracies obtained

with NSSM-based imputation in the babble noise condition (Table 4.3 (a)).

Moreover the transcription accuracies are better than transcription accu-

racies obtained with sparse imputation in the impulsive-noise condition

(Table 4.3 (b)) whereas sparse imputation resulted in better transcription

accuracies in the babble-noise condition (Table 4.3 (a)).

4.5 Bounded conditional mean imputation

Publication V presented a bounded conditional mean imputation method

that estimates unrecorded features based on an approximate posterior

distribution. Approximation is needed since the posterior predictive dis-

tribution Tp(xu|xr) does not have a closed-form solution when the prior

distribution p(x) is modelled as a full-covariance GMM and features x are

constrained not to exceed the observed values y(n). The proposed method

approximates the unconstrained posterior used in conditional mean im-

putation with a diagonal-covariance normal distribution so that the ap-

proximate posterior distribution in each channel can be constrained. The

approximate posterior distribution in each channel becomes a truncated

normal distribution whose mean and variance have closed-form solutions.

Bounded conditional mean imputation with the proposed approximate

posterior is called truncated posterior mean imputation (TPMI).

The proposed reconstruction method was evaluated on the speech data

recorded in public and car environments, and the letter error rates were
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Table 4.6. Baseline system evaluated with and without acoustic model adaptation. Adap-
tation was conducted with constrained maximum likelihood linear regression
(CMLLR). Evaluation is based on letter error rates and conducted on noise-
corrupted speech data recorded in public environments P0–P2 and car envi-
ronments C0–C2.

P0 P1 P2 C0 C1 C2

Baseline 3.4 22.2 38.1 4.2 33.7 66.9

CMLLR 2.7 12.7 25.5 2.5 11.5 52.0

compared to letter error rates obtained with cluster-based imputation and

conditional mean imputation with estimates post-processed not to exceed

the observed values. TPMI outperformed conditional mean imputation

and cluster-based imputation when evaluated on far-recorded data, and

its performance further improved when the posterior distribution vari-

ances were used as observation uncertainties in acoustic model likelihood

calculation.

4.6 Bounded conditional mean imputation and acoustic model
adaptation

Publication VI extended previous work on bounded conditional mean im-

putation and observation uncertainties. Since the experiments conducted

in previous work indicated that observation uncertainties improve frame-

based imputation, experiments conducted in PVI focussed on (1) obser-

vation uncertainties and window-based imputation and (2) observation

uncertainties and acoustic model adaptation. TPMI was evaluated on

multi-frame windows and observation uncertainties were introduced into

acoustic model adaptation conducted with constrained maximum likeli-

hood linear regression (CMLLR) [160].

CMLLR uses a linear transformation to minimise distortion between

adaptation data and acoustic model parameters. CMLLR parameters

are calculated based on acoustic observation vectors {X} and estimated

state sequences {Ẑ}. Hence unsupervised adaptation experiments are

conducted in two passes. The state sequence estimates are calculated

in the first pass and the transcriptions that are passed on to evaluation

are estimated in the second pass. Transcription accuracies obtained with

adaptation and the uncompensated baseline system are reported in Ta-

ble 4.6. The experiments were conducted on the noise-corrupted speech
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Table 4.7. Truncated posterior mean imputation evaluated (a) without uncertainties and
(b) with uncertainties. Truncated posterior mean imputation was evaluated on
T = {1, 5} frame windows. Evaluation is based on letter error rates and con-
ducted on noise-corrupted speech data recorded in public environments P0–P2

and car environments C0–C2.

(a)

T P0 P1 P2 C0 C1 C2

1 3.8 12.9 22.9 3.7 18.1 32.6

5 3.7 11.7 20.4 3.6 15.2 28.2

(b)

T P0 P1 P2 C0 C1 C2

1 3.4 11.3 20.4 3.4 13.1 23.3

5 3.5 10.8 19.9 3.4 13.8 25.6

data recorded in public and car environments and the transcription ac-

curacies are reported in letter error rate. A pairwise comparison across

test conditions indicates that adaptation introduces 21–43% relative error

reductions in test conditions P0–P2 and 22–65% relative error reductions

in test conditions C0–C2.

Letter error rates obtained with frame-based and window-based TPMI

(a) without observation uncertainties and (b) with observation uncertain-

ties are reported in Table 4.7. The experiments were conducted with the

uncompensated baseline system without acoustic model adaptation. We

note that the experiments were conducted on the same data that was

used in PI, but the transcription accuracies reported in PI and PVI can-

not be compared because the experiments were not conducted with the

same acoustic model or the same mask estimation method. The exper-

iments conducted without observation uncertainties indicate that win-

dow-based imputation is better than frame-based imputation (Table 4.7

(a)). However when uncertainties were introduced in acoustic model like-

lihood calculation, frame-based and window-based imputation resulted in

comparable letter error rates (Table 4.7 (b)). We believe that the window-

based imputation did not improve transcription accuracies compared to

frame-based imputation when uncertainties were used because window-

based imputation and observation uncertainties function as alternative

approaches to reduce classification errors in acoustic model likelihood cal-

culation.

Letter error rates obtained with adaptation and imputation (a) without

observation uncertainties and (b) with observation uncertainties are re-
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Table 4.8. Truncated posterior mean imputation and adaptation evaluated (a) without
uncertainties and (b) with uncertainties. Truncated posterior mean imputa-
tion was evaluated on T = {1, 5} frame windows. Evaluation is based on letter
error rates and conducted on noise-corrupted speech data recorded in public
environments P0–P2 and car environments C0–C2.

(a)

T P0 P1 P2 C0 C1 C2

1 3.1 12.2 22.5 2.5 7.8 28.3

5 3.0 10.7 18.6 2.4 5.9 20.9

(b)

T P0 P1 P2 C0 C1 C2

1 3.0 9.7 16.6 2.4 5.8 17.4

5 2.9 9.0 15.9 2.4 5.3 16.8

ported in Table 4.8. The results indicate that adaptation improves the

transcription accuracies and that observation uncertainties increased the

relative error reduction introduced in acoustic model adaptation. For ex-

ample, comparison between baseline and CMLLR experiments reported

in Table 4.7 (a) and Table 4.8 (a) indicates that CMLLR introduced un-

der 10% relative error reductions in test conditions P1–P2 when observa-

tion uncertainties were not used, and comparison between baseline and

CMLLR experiments reported in Table 4.7 (b) and Table 4.8 (b) indicates

that the relative error reductions in test conditions P1–P2 increased to

10–41% when observation uncertainties were used in acoustic model like-

lihood calculation and adaptation. In contrast to the experiments con-

ducted without adaptation, the experiments conducted with adaptation

indicate that window-based imputation is better than frame-based impu-

tation also when uncertainties are used (Table 4.8 (b)). We believe this is

because window-based imputation reduces reconstruction errors whereas

uncertainties make acoustic model likelihood calculation and CMLLR pa-

rameter estimation more conservative.

4.7 Artificial bandwidth extension

Publications VII–VIII studied narrowband telephone speech and ABE.

The highband extension method (HB-ABE) evaluated in PVII and the low-

band extension method (LB-ABE) evaluated in PVIII estimated wideband

spectral envelopes based on narrowband spectral envelopes in the cur-

rent and previous time frames. The narrowband and wideband envelopes
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were represented as log-compressed sub-band spectra and the statisti-

cal dependencies between the narrowband and wideband envelopes were

modelled as a GMM. The wideband envelopes were calculated as MMSE

estimates and post-processed to reduce estimation errors. Highband ex-

tension was based on a filter-bank method that used an upsampled lin-

ear prediction residual and modulated noise excitation whereas lowband

extension was based on sinusoidal synthesis. Since narrowband trans-

mission does not remove the lowband channel, as assumed in envelope

extension, but attenuation varies between devices and connections, recon-

struction amplitudes calculated based on the estimated lowband envelope

were adapted based on the observed lowband amplitudes (PVIII).

HB-ABE and LB-ABE were evaluated on clean speech utterances that

were processed with a modified mobile station input (MSIN) filter and

adaptive multi-rate (AMR) narrowband codec to simulate a narrowband

telephone connection. HB-ABE was compared to a reference method [23]

that has been used in mobile phones [161]. While HB-ABE sometimes

introduced audible distortion, listeners preferred highband extension over

narrowband speech and HB-ABE over the reference method (PVII). LB-

ABE was evaluated in combination with the highband extension method

proposed in [24]. LB-ABE did not improve the perceived speech quality

compared to highband extension without lowband extension, but listeners

considered the test data more similar to wideband data when LB-ABE

was used (PVIII).
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5. Discussion

5.1 Theoretical implications

The imputation approaches studied in this work were evaluated and com-

pared as noise compensation methods in LVCSR. The experiments in-

dicated that various imputation approaches can improve transcription

accuracies under environmental noise. The experiments also indicated

that transcription accuracies improve (1) when temporal dependencies

are used in imputation and (2) when the uncertainties related to imputa-

tion are introduced in acoustic model likelihood calculation as observation

uncertainties.

5.1.1 Model comparison

The experiments reported in PI and PIII–PIV compared sparse imputa-

tion and model-based imputation methods. The experiments indicated

that sparse imputation is more sensitive to mask estimation errors than

model-based approaches. However, even when imputation methods were

evaluated on estimated masks, sparse imputation outperformed model-

based imputation approaches in most noise conditions. A previous com-

parison between sparse imputation and cluster-based imputation resulted

in the same conclusion that sparse imputation is more sensitive to mask

estimation errors but improves transcription accuracies more than clus-

ter-based imputation [125]. Another comparison indicated that sparse

imputation was better than or comparable to window-based cluster-based

imputation when the methods were evaluated with oracle masks, while

window-based cluster-based imputation was better when estimated masks

were used [162].
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5.1.2 Temporal dependencies

The experiments conducted in PIII and PIV evaluated temporal depen-

dencies in model-based imputation. The experiments compared NSSM-

based imputation and window-based cluster-based imputation to cluster-

based imputation approaches that do not take into account temporal de-

pendencies between incomplete data vectors in consecutive time frames.

The comparisons were conducted on clean speech data mixed with bab-

ble and impulsive noise. The impulsive-noise condition was used because

we wanted to evaluate temporal dependencies on incomplete speech data

where the unrecorded values are clustered in time, as opposed to the bab-

ble noise condition where the ratio between recorded and unrecorded val-

ues is quite constant in consecutive time frames.

The experiments indicate that temporal dependencies can improve im-

putation-based ASR. NSSM-based imputation (PIII) improved transcrip-

tion accuracies compared to frame-based cluster-based imputation in the

impulsive-noise condition and resulted in comparable performance in the

babble-noise condition. In contrast, the window-based cluster-based im-

putation method evaluated in PIV improved transcription accuracies com-

pared to frame-based cluster-based imputation in both conditions. We

note that the window-based approaches are expected to reduce recon-

struction errors because (1) imputation can utilise temporal dependencies

between consecutive observation vectors and (2) summation over several

window-based estimates reduces occasional estimation errors. Hence we

cannot conclude, based on the window-based cluster-based imputation ex-

periments, that dependencies between consecutive observations improve

transcription accuracies in the babble-noise condition.

The window-based cluster-based imputation experiments conducted on

babble-noise-corrupted speech data indicate that the letter error rates in-

crease when window width T > 5 (PIV). We assume this is because the

increase in window width and data dimension reduces similarities be-

tween observations and increases the expected distance between an ob-

servation and the posterior predictive distribution mean. The window-

based observation vectors are also expected to include components that

do not improve prediction accuracies when dependencies between the un-

recorded variables and other recorded variables are modelled. The exper-

iments conducted in PI–PIV indicate that sparse imputation can utilise

more time context than window-based cluster-based imputation, but even
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sparse imputation errors increase when window width T > 20. This is

because the observation vectors cannot be associated with a sparse rep-

resentation, as reported in PI. The reason observation vectors cannot be

associated with a sparse representation is the increase in data dimension

which increases and equalises distances between an observation and ba-

sis vectors.

5.1.3 Estimation uncertainties

While temporal dependencies are expected to make reconstructions more

accurate, uncertainties aim to ensure that standard errors or class prob-

abilities calculated based on reconstructed data are unbiased. The exper-

iments conducted in this work introduced imputation uncertainties into

acoustic model likelihood calculation and acoustic model adaptation as

observation uncertainties. This means that the uncertainties associated

with the reconstructed observations were converted into uncertainties in

the acoustic model domain and added to the acoustic model variance as

proposed in [14, 15]. The uncertainties associated with sparse imputa-

tion estimates were estimated based on heuristic measures (PII) whereas

uncertainties associated with bounded conditional mean imputation esti-

mates were calculated as posterior predictive distribution variances (PV–

PVI).

The experiments conducted with heuristic uncertainties in PI and with

posterior variances in PV–PVI indicate that uncertainties improve tran-

scription accuracies in both conditions. Furthermore, sparse imputation

and uncertainties calculated based on the heuristic measures proposed

in PII were evaluated on another dataset in [163] and uncertainties cal-

culated based on related measures have been used in sparse separation

[164, 165]. The conversion between heuristic measures and observation

uncertainties was learned based on parallel clean and noise-corrupted

speech data, whereas the uncertainties used in PV–PVI were determined

based on variance calculation rules. The uncertainties were not optimised

to test conditions because we wanted to minimise the increase that uncer-

tainties introduce in computational cost.

The experiments conducted in PVI used uncertainties in CMLLR pa-

rameter estimation. CMLLR parameters are estimated based on first

and second order statistics calculated based on the observations [160].

When observation uncertainties are used, the statistics are calculated

based on the observations and acoustic model parameters. This indicates
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the connection between CMLLR parameter estimation based on uncer-

tain observations (PVI) and previous work on approaches that calculate

speaker-based transformation parameters based on interpolated statis-

tics [166, 167]. The approaches discussed in previous works [166, 167]

assume that the available observations do not cover the complete dataset

that is needed to estimate speaker-dependent linear transformation pa-

rameters. Hence parameter estimation based on the available observa-

tions is modelled as parameter estimation based on incomplete data. In

contrast, we assume in PVI that the available observations would have

covered the complete dataset unless environmental noise had masked cer-

tain components. CMLLR parameters were estimated based on uncertain

observations as proposed in [93, 94].

5.2 Practical implications

The imputation and spectral envelope extension approaches studied in

this work can be used in ASR and ABE. ASR applications include, for

example, automatic broadcast news transcription and spoken content re-

trieval. ABE can be used in mobile terminals to improve user experience

when the speech transmission line includes a narrowband connection or

a narrowband terminal [161].

The experiments discussed in this work indicated that imputation can

improve transcription transcription accuracies in LVCSR under unseen

environmental noise. Experiments conducted with imputation and acous-

tic model adaptation also indicated that the reconstructed observations

can be used in parameter estimation when estimation uncertainties are

taken into account. This means that imputation could be used in acous-

tic model parameter estimation to estimate a clean-speech model based

on mixed sources that include narrowband telephone speech and noise-

corrupted data. Since data collection over a telephone is economical and

effective, parameter estimation based on mixed sources can reduce data

collection cost. For more discussion on imputation and acoustic model pa-

rameter estimation based on mixed-bandwidth data, see previous works

[168, 169, 170, 171].
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5.3 Limitations

The conclusions presented in the previous sections are based on exper-

imental evaluation. We evaluated imputation as a noise compensation

method in ASR and conducted ABE experiments on mobile telephone

speech. The current section discusses limitations in the experimental

evaluation and conclusions related to comparison between imputation ap-

proaches.

The experiments reported in PI–PIV indicated that the outcomes in

comparisons between imputation approaches depend on the noise con-

dition and mask estimation method. The conclusions presented in this

work could hence be invalid in conditions that were not represented in

the experiments. The experiments evaluated imputation approaches on

real and simulated noise-corrupted speech data. The main comparisons

between imputation methods were conducted on the real data recorded

in public and car environments, while the simulated clean speech and

noise mixtures were used to test uncertainties and temporal dependen-

cies in controlled conditions. Evaluation based on simulated data alone

is not recommended since there can be deviation between outcomes ob-

served on simulated speech and noise mixtures and outcomes observed

on real noise-corrupted speech data [172]. The environmental noise con-

ditions represented in the evaluation data used in the main comparisons

include various indoors and outdoors locations but are not comprehen-

sive. Moreover, the mask estimation method used in PI–PVI was based

on comparison between the noise-corrupted observations and a noise esti-

mate, and the imputation approaches were not evaluated with alternative

mask estimation methods.

While imputation was evaluated as a noise compensation method in

LVCSR, imputation was not compared to other noise compensation meth-

ods and reconstructed features were not evaluated in deep neural network

(DNN) based acoustic model likelihood calculation [72, 73, 74]. DNN-

based approaches have improved transcription accuracies and noise ro-

bustness compared to GMM-HMM, and DNN-HMM has become the most

common acoustic model. Front-end imputation methods can be used in

DNN-HMM-based systems without modification, but the approaches that

most improve transcription accuracies are not expected to be the same

that most improved transcription accuracies in the current work where

GMM-HMM-based acoustic likelihood calculation was used. DNN-based
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approaches can learn noise-robust representations based on multicondi-

tion data [173] and noise compensation can be used to extend rather than

substitute noise-corrupted observations [174].

5.4 Recommendations for future research

The experiments conducted in this work extended sparse imputation and

bounded conditional mean imputation with uncertainties. ASR experi-

ments indicated that the uncertainties improve transcription accuracies

when introduced in acoustic model likelihood calculation as observation

uncertainties. However, when the observation uncertainties were calcu-

lated based on sparse imputation uncertainties, the conversion between

heuristic uncertainties in compressed spectral domain and observation

uncertainties in acoustic-model domain relied on a dataset with parallel

clean speech and noise-corrupted data (PII). Hence our recommendations

include that future studies on sparse imputation and uncertainties eval-

uate the alternative approach that is based on frame-based uncertainties

[135]. Frame-based uncertainties 0 ≤ α(n) ≤ 1 are used to post-process

the state-conditioned likelihoods calculated based on reconstructed data,

which means that imputation uncertainties do not need to be mapped

to the acoustic-model domain. Instead, frame-based uncertainties can be

calculated based on estimation uncertainties in a heuristic manner so that

parallel data is not needed.

The experiments conducted in PVI used observation uncertainties in

acoustic model likelihood calculation and speaker-based acoustic model

adaptation. The experiments indicate that adaptation with CMLLR im-

proves transcription accuracies more when uncertainties are used. We

assume this is because uncertainties improve CMLLR parameter esti-

mation, but we note that the evaluation was based on transcription ac-

curacies rather than comparison between CMLLR parameters estimated

based on reconstructed data and complete clean speech data. Since the

parameters were estimated based on the evaluation data, transcription

accuracies do not indicate whether adaptation captures speaker varia-

tion or environmental noise. Hence our recommendations include that

future studies evaluate CMLLR and observation uncertainties so that

noise robustness is needed in parameter estimation. For example, CM-

LLR parameters estimated based on reconstructed data recorded in cer-

tain environmental condition can be evaluated on clean speech data or
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data recorded in another environmental condition [175, 176]. Alterna-

tives include evaluation in another application. Examples of applications

where the parameters must capture speaker variation and must not cap-

ture environmental noise include speaker verification [177, 178]. We be-

lieve that the parameters which are estimated based on expected clean

speech statistics calculated based on uncertain observations and acous-

tic model parameters as proposed PVI are too conservative, which means

that alternative approaches to parameter estimation based on uncertain

data need to be studied, and we believe that the additional evaluations

can contribute in this aim.
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6. Conclusions

The current work discussed missing-data imputation in ASR and spectral

envelope extension in ABE. The connection between the ASR and ABE

experiments is that the imputation and envelope extension approaches

evaluated in PI–PVIII model speech data in a compressed spectral domain

and estimate unobserved values.

ASR experiments were conducted to evaluate additive-noise compen-

sation with front-end imputation methods. The experiments compared

sparse imputation and model-based imputation methods in noise-robust

LVCSR. The aim was to find imputation methods that most improve tran-

scription accuracies. The main research directions related to temporal de-

pendencies and observation uncertainties. Temporal dependencies were

proposed to improve reconstruction accuracies and uncertainties were pro-

posed to improve transcription accuracies when acoustic likelihood calcu-

lation operates on reconstructed features. Related to imputation uncer-

tainties, a novel bounded conditional mean imputation method was pro-

posed.

The experiments reported in PI–PVI indicate that the best imputation

method depends on the noise condition and missing-data mask. For exam-

ple, temporal dependencies improve transcription accuracies when speech

is corrupted with impulsive noise. However, the experiments also in-

dicate that window-based imputation and observation uncertainties im-

prove transcription accuracies in various conditions and improve both

sparse imputation and model-based imputation approaches. Furthermore,

missing-data imputation is compatible with speaker-based acoustic model

adaptation when observation uncertainties are used.

The bandwidth extension experiments (PVII–PVIII) used a GMM-based

spectral envelope extension method. The wideband envelope parameters

that are not observed in narrowband telephone speech were estimated
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based on narrowband envelope parameters and statistical dependencies

learned based on parallel wideband and narrowband data. The envelope

extension method was used in a highband extension system and a low-

band extension system. The experiments indicated that bandwidth exten-

sion with the proposed system reduces the perceived difference between

narrowband and wideband speech.
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Errata

Publication V

The normalised lower bound variable in Equations (8) and (9) is missing

a minus sign.
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